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Abstract: Invar36 thin films with various thicknesses from 200Åto 1400Åare deposited on glass substrates by DC magnetron
sputtering technique. After deposition, the samples are annealed in vacuum ambient (10−5mbar) upto 500◦C. Electrical properties of
as-deposited as well as annealed films are analyzed with respect to thickness and annealing temperature. In situ measurement of sheet
resistance of films with respect to annealing temperature iscarried out by four probe technique. There is a decrease of sheet resistance
and resistivity of all films with increasing temperature irrespective of film thickness.The resistivity of the as deposited films is around
230 µΩ -cm and decreases with increasing temperature and found as 84 µΩ -cm for 550Åfilm annealed at 500◦C. Temperature
co-efficient of resistance (TCR) of films at different temperature is measured and is found to be in the range of 10−4/◦C.Gauge factors
of as deposited and annealed at 300◦C and 500◦C films are measured by using four point bending technique andit is found that gauge
factor decreases with respect to annealing temperature irrespective of film thickness. The best characteristics amongdifferent
thickness and annealing temperature are obtained at 500◦C, for the films of thicknesses between 400Åto 600Å.
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1 Introduction

Fe-Ni alloy with Ni concentration of around 36% also known asinvar36 alloy exhibits low coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) and high dimensional stability near room temperature[1]. Due to their low CTE and soft magnetic properties, these
alloys are used in many industrial applications[2].Typical examples of applications include: thermostaticbimetals, glass
sealing, integrated circuit packaging, cathode ray tube shadow masks, composite molds/tooling and membranes for liquid
natural gas tankers [3].In addition to general applications, in recent year’s invar36 alloy in thin film form is gaining
importance in sensors as well as in micro electro mechanicalsystem applications [3,4,5]. Thin film technology plays
an important role in the mass fabrication of thin film strain gauges with considerable cost reduction [6,7].Sputtering is
one of the vacuum deposition techniques used to prepare thinfilm strain gauges. It has many advantages. They are high
uniformity of thickness of the deposited films, good adhesions to the substrate, better reproducibility of films, ability
of the deposit to maintain the stoichiometry of the originaltarget composition and relative simplicity of film thickness
control[8]. An ideal strain gauge for measurement purposes should posses fairly good strain sensitivity, low temperature
coefficient of resistance (TCR) and excellent thermal stability [ 9,10]. Selection of strain gauge material to meet the above
said properties is very important. This paper describes theexperimental work carried out on invar36 thin film to make
use of the same for strain gauge application.Sputter deposited invar36 films posses stresses that are caused by thermal
strain mismatch or by lattice parameter mismatch. In order to minimize residual stress of thin films and to prevent the drift
in electrical properties of thin film devices, post annealing is very essential. The effect of annealing temperature as well
as film thickness on variations of TCR, resistivity and gaugefactor of invar36 thin film for strain gauge applications are
systematically analyzed.
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2 Experimental Work

The target is an invar36 foil of 50mm diameter and 0.2mm thick(procured from ESPI Metals) bonded on copper disc
of diameter 50mm and 6mm thick by using silver paste. Relateddata of invar36 alloy are given in Table1. Glass slides
of 75mm×25mm×1.5mm dimensions are used as substrates to deposit invar36 thin films. Substrate preparation is the
key issue in the fabrication sequence. Its importance became apparent through its relation to the adhesion and quality
of the film. Glass slides are cleaned with detergent to removedirt and foreign particles. Organic contents present on
the surface of glass slides are removed by acetone ultrasonic bath. Glass slides are degreased with vapors of isopropyl
alcohol. At each stage glass slides are washed with deionised water and finally they are dried by blowing nitrogen gas [5].
Invar36 thin films are deposited on glass slides by DC magnetron sputtering technique at room temperature. Planar RF/DC

Table 1: Related data of invar36 alloy
Thickness 0.2mm
Diameter 50mm
Composition Ni 35.9%, Fe Balance, Cr

0.03%, Mn 0.3%, Si 0.07%, Al
< 0.005%, P< 0.002%, S<
0.001%, C 0.002%

Magnetron Sputtering Unit comprising of diffusion pump backed by a rotary pump is used for deposition of invar36 thin
film. The cleaned substrate and target are fixed to substrate holder and target holder respectively housed in a deposition
chamber which is evacuated to a pressure of 1×10−5 mbar with the help of rotary and diffusion pump combination.The
extraneous gas constituents present in it is removed by repetitive flushing with high purity (99.999%) argon gas [5]. Then
it is filled with argon gas to obtain a working pressure of 1× 10−2 mbar. Foreign particles,if present any on the target
surface are removed by Pre-sputtering for 5 to 10 minutes by closing the shutter over the substrate. Several experiments
are conducted to optimize the deposition parameters. Deposition rate is found by measuring the thickness of invar36 thin
film using surface profilometer. The average deposition rateis found to be 18nm/min. Optimized sputtering parameters
used for the preparation of test samples are tabulated in Table 2. Invar36 thin films of various thicknesses (200-1400Å) are

Table 2: Optimized sputtering parameters
Distance between target &
substrate

50 mm

Base pressure 1×105 mbar
Working pressure 1×102 mbar
DC voltage 330 V
DC current 70 mA

deposited on glass slides by varying deposition time. A precision rectangular mechanical mask of 20mm×1mm prepared
using a CNC(Computer Numerically Controlled) spark erosion machine with a dimensional tolerance of±1µ m is utilized
to deposit invar36 thin films. Annealing of the samples is carried out in a vacuum system. Samples are held in horizontal
position by a special jig (the substrate holding and heatingarrangement). A k type thermocouple is installed with the
arrangement for temperature sensing. A PID controller with±1◦C tolerance is employed as temperature controller. The
samples are annealed in vacuum (10−5mbar) for one hour at temperatures of 300◦C and 500◦C. The heating rate is 2-
3◦C/min, and the cooling rate is 1◦C/min. In situ measurement of sheet resistance and temperature coefficient of resistance
(TCR) of films with respect to different temperatures are carried out by four-probe method with the help of current source
meter (Keithley 6221) with accuracy of±0.05% resolution of 100 nA and Nano voltmeter( Keithley 2182A) with 0.05%
accuracy and 10 nV resolution. A constant current of about 1 mA from current source is passed through the sample and the
voltage drop across the same is measured using the nano voltmeter.The linear portion of the sheet resistance - temperature
variation obtained during cooling is preferred to calculate the TCR value, because it is reversible up on repeated heating
and cooling indicating the stabilized condition of the film [11]. The TCR of film is calculated using equation (1)

TCR =
△R

R(△T )
(1)
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Fig. 1: (a) SEM image of invar36 thin film (b) EDX spectrum of invar36 thin film

Where△R corresponds to a small change in sheet resistance and△T is small change in temperature. A four point bending
setup is designed and fabricated in order to study the resistance-strain behavior of films and hence to measure the gauge
factor of the films [5]. Four point bending setup is calibrated at room temperature with overall accuracy of 0.21% by using
metal foil strain gauges of known gauge factor values (2.1).In this arrangement the glass slides with deposited invar36
film are held between four rolling pins, two at the top and two at the bottom. This allows the equal and opposite couples
to both ends of the sample. The strain (ε) experienced by the film is calculated using equation (2).

ε =
4t|δ |

d2 (2)

Where ’t’ is the thickness of the glass slide and ’d’ is the distance between the rolling pins.δ is the deflection inµm at
the center of the substrate measured by Mitutoyo dial indicator-21095-10 with 1µ resolution.Simultaneously the relative
change in resistance (△R/R) is measured using calibrated 61

2 digit Hewlett Packard (model HP34401A) digital multimeter.
The value of gauge factor is calculated using equation (3)[5].

GF =
△R
R

ε
(3)

3 Results and Discussion

Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) Spectrum of invar36 thin film collected from scanning electron microscope (JEOL
JSM-5600LV) is shown in Fig.1(a). A representative EDX spectrum collected from the bottom right side (Spectrum4)
of the sample is shown in Figure 1(b). The EDX analysis indicates that the main compositions of invar36 thin film are
Fe and Ni and presence of small amounts of silicon and chromium also. These results show that the composition of film
is almost same as of the bulk foil as given in Table1(supplied by ESPI metals). Elements which are present in smaller
percents are not traced because of different sputtering yields. Since structural and electrical properties are dependent on
the composition of film and it is very important to obtain the accurate values of them.The average compositions of Fe and
Ni are found as 59.40% and 34.94% which are in the invar36 region; hence it is possible to obtain stable and low CTE
films with good electrical and structural properties for strain gauge applications.

Sheet resistance measurements are carried out by varying the temperature at the rate of 2-3◦C/min from room
temperature to annealing temperature (500◦C). Variation of sheet resistance of one of the sample (∼650 Å) with
temperature during both heating and cooling cycles is as shown in Fig.2. The arrows indicate the variation of film sheet
resistance as the temperature is increased and decreased. Initially sheet resistance of film remains almost constant from
room temperature to 80◦C (portion AB). It is observed that after 80◦C sheet resistance decreases slowly (portion BC)
upto 250◦C because of decrease of the number of structural defects induced in film during the deposition process and
decreases more rapidly after that (portion CD). This may be because of the beginning of the recrystalization process.
From 350◦C sheet resistance decreases slowly and reaches a minimum value (E) at 500◦C because of densification of
the film with accompanied grain growth and micro pore vanishing.The rate of decrease of sheet resistance is slow at
beginning and fast at higher temperatures. The observed decrease of sheet resistance with temperature shows that the
contribution to the resistance due to the removal of the defects is greater than that to thermal vibration of the lattice.
Heating is stopped after observing the minimum and the film isallowed to cool to room temperature (portion EF). It is
evident that the change in sheet resistance is very small when the temperature is decreased from 500◦C to room
temperature (30◦C).

The experiment is repeated several times and the variation of sheet resistance is observed to follow the same path
from (F) to (E) and back to (F) indicates that sheet resistance is linear and retraceable with temperature. This indicates the
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Fig. 2: Variation of sheet resistance with temperature of invar36 thin film

Fig. 3: Variation of mean sheet resistance and associated error of invar36 thin film with temperature

completely annealed and stabilized condition of the film. The observed resistance temperature behavior is similar to that
found in case of common metallic films [10,11]. The average standard deviation during cooling from 500◦C to 30◦C is
found around±0.5. Fig.3depicts the standard error generated for the mean value of the variation of sheet resistance with
decreasing temperature after first thermal cycle. For the sake of legibility only few points are shown. The value of error
calculated found within±0.3 which indicates stability of the sheet resistance of thefilm after annealing. Since films are
vacuum annealed there is no oxidation effects on sheet resistance is observed.

Variation of sheet resistance of as deposited and films annealed at 300◦C and 500◦C with thickness is shown in Fig.4.
It is observed that sheet resistance decreases with increasing film thickness at all temperature [12]. It is evident from the
fig.4 that the variation of sheet resistance with thickness is similar to that of metallic films [13]. It is also observed that
as the film is thin the sheet resistance is very high and as the thickness increases it decreases fast upto 400Åand after
500Åthe variation of sheet resistance with increase of film thickness is less. The smaller variation of sheet resistance at
higher film thickness is attributed to higher uniformity of the film compared to films of lower thickness.

Variation of film resistivity with thickness at different temperatures is shown in Fig.5. It is observed that at lower
film thickness the variations of resistivity is more as compared to films of higher thickness because of electron scattering
by surface is more at lower thickness [13]. The impurities and structural defects formed during film deposition reduce
the electron mean free path and increase the film resistivity[14]. Defects can be removed by annealing the films which
reduces the resistivity as indicated from Fig.5. For film of 550Åthickness annealed at 500◦C the resistivity obtained is
84µΩ -cm which is almost equal to the bulk value (81µΩ -cm)[15].
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Fig. 4: Variation of sheet resistance with thickness at different annealing temperature

Fig. 5: Variation of resistivity with thickness at different annealing temperature

Fig. 6: Variation of TCR with thickness at different annealing temperature

Linear portion (EF) obtained during cooling shown in Fig.2 is used to calculate TCR value of invar36 thin film. The
linear portion is preferred to calculate the TCR value because it is reversible on repeated heating and cooling, indicating
the completely annealed condition of the film [10]. TCR of annealed samples are calculated from 100◦C, 300◦C and
500◦C to 30◦C and plotted against thickness shown in Fig.6. TCR value varies with temperature as well as thickness. In
the thickness range of 400Åto 600Å, TCR value obtained at 100◦C, 300◦C and 500◦C are 1.71×10−4/◦C,1.8×10−4/◦C,
1.9×10−4/◦C respectively. These values are lesser than the available results and hence suitable for the construction of
strain gauges [5].

Variation of gauge factor of as deposited as well as annealedinvar36 thin films at 300◦C and 500◦C with film thickness
is shown in Fig.7. There is no significant differences in gauge factor values of as deposited and films annealed at 300◦C as
indicated in Fig.7. It is also observed that gauge factor value decreases remarkably when the films are annealed at 500◦C
compared to as deposited and annealed at 300◦C films. This is because of sharp decrease of sheet resistancewhen the
temperature is increased above 300◦C as shown in Fig.2. The variations of sheet resistance with annealing temperature
and the influence of the same on resistivity, TCR as well as thegauge factor of the film is due to the structural changes of
the film with annealing. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is carried out to illustrate the effect of annealing on the surface
morphology and grain growth, which is the main cause for the decrease of sheet resistance with annealing at different
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Fig. 7: Variation of Gauge Factor with thickness at different annealing temperature

Fig. 8: Surface morphology of invar36 thin films (a) as-deposited

Fig. 9: Surface morphology of invar36 thin films (b) annealed at 300◦C

thickness of the film. Fig.8, Fig.9 and Fig.10 illustrates the AFM images of invar36 thin films of∼550Åthickness in as-
deposited, annealed at 300◦C and 500◦C carried out in contact mode using AFM Xe-70 Park system. Allfilms are scanned
through 5mm× 5mm area. It is observed from AFM images that there is an increaseof grain growth with annealing
temperature. The calculated values of root mean square (RMS) roughness values of the as-deposited and annealed at
300◦C and 500◦C film are found as 0.825nm, 1.661nm, 12.25nm, respectively.It is evident from the results that the film
annealed at 500◦C exhibits highest roughness value as compared with as-deposited and films annealed at 300◦C [16]. The
increase in roughness is due to the migration of the surface atoms and release of stress in the film [17,18]. This is also
attributed to the aggregation of faceted grains with voids.
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Fig. 10: Surface morphology of invar36 thin films (c)annealed at 500◦C

4 Conclusions

Experimental investigations are carried out on the thickness and annealing effects on electrical properties of invar36 thin
films. From this study it is observed that annealing of invar36 thin films brings about relatively favorable changes in
electrical properties of films for their possible application as strain gauges. The value of resistivity obtained decreases
with annealing and approaches the bulk value (81µΩ -cm) for film annealed at 500◦C. TCR values obtained for annealed
films irrespective of thickness are in the range of 10−4/◦C, which is very less compared to available results. Even though
gauge factor values obtained for annealed films are lesser than as deposited films, they are preferable since they are more
stable than other films. AFM analysis of∼550Åthick film also reveals the effect of annealing on surface morphology,
grain growth which intern influences the electrical properties. Annealing had an effect on all properties of invar36 thin
films and the effect is particularly noticeable for films of lower thickness. It can be concluded that annealed invar36 thin
film in the thickness range from 400Åto 600Åare preferable for thin film strain gauge applications.
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